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Abstract

Some of well known coalitional TU games applied to specific economic problems are shown

to be connected through the relation defined as theanti-dual. Solutions such as the core, the

Shapley value and the nucleolus of anti-dual games are obtained straightforwardly from original

games.
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1 Introduction

Coalitional TU games have been widely applied to socio-economic problems
ranging from practical to abstract ones. In these applications, the so-called char-
acteristic function describes the value obtainable by each of possible coalitions
under the socio-economic rules or systems being analyzed. Each of these games
is thus a model specific to the problem under consideration, having little to do
with each other in general.

We show, however, that there is a hidden relationship between games in a class
appeared in the literature as specific applied TU coalitional games. We call the re-
lationship theanti-dual, and present examples of games and their anti-duals both
of which are well known applied economic games. This implies that coalitional
games separately applied to specific problems can be still connected in an unex-
pected, simple way through the anti-dual relation. A typical example will be the
airport game (Littlechild (1974)) in a simple case vs. the bidder collusion game
(Graham et al. (1990)); namely, the bidder collusion game defined for analysing
a collusive bidding behavior in the English auction is the anti-dual of the airport
game imposing the cost of construction of a runway to a group of aircrafts which
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are going to use the runway. These two games were well analyzed separately
without any interaction, and solutions such as the nucleolus and the Shapley value
have been computed. But, these solutions of the anti-dual games are easily shown
to be obtained by just reversing the sign of those of the original games. This fact
may considerably facilitate computation of some solutions once the game under
consideration is found to be the anti-dual of a game already known or studied.

In this note, we shall initially define theanti-dualof a TU coalitional game to
be thedual of the game with opposite sign. We then show several examples of
well known economic anti-dual games, including a new game that is obtained as
the anti-dual of the big boss game (Muto et al. (1988)). Finally, we show some
of easy general properties of the anti-dual game : the convexity is inherited, and
the core as well as the nucleolus and the Shapley value is immediately obtained
by just having the sign reversed.

2 The anti-dual games

Let N = {1, . . . ,n} be a finite set, and letv be a real valued function on 2N satisfy-
ing v(∅) = 0. Then, the pair (N, v) will be called a TUcoalitional gameor simply
a game, whereN is the set of players andv(S) is theworth that coalitionS can
obtain by itself. A game (N, v) will be abbreviated tov.

Given a gamev, thedualof v is the gamev∗ such thatv∗(S) = v(N)− v(N \S)
for all S ⊆ N. In this paper, we define theanti − dual of v to be the dual of−v;
that is, to be the game (−v)∗ given by

(−v)∗(S) = (−v)(N) − (−v)(N \ S) = −v(N) + v(N \ S), ∀S ⊆ N.

Before presenting examples of anti-dual economic games, we first note a
straightforward general property of anti-duals in the following lemma.

Lemma 1 Let v be any game and let a be any additive game defined by a(S) =∑
i∈S ai for all S ⊆ N. Then,

(
−
(
(−v)∗ + a

))∗
= v− a.

Proof. Let v′ = (−v)∗ + a. Then, for anyS ⊆ N we have that

(−v′)∗(S) = −v′(N) + v′(N \ S)

= −
(
(−v)∗ + a

)
(N) +

(
(−v)∗ + a

)
(N \ S)

= −
(
−v(N) + a(N)

)
+
(
−v(N) + v(N \ (N \ S)) + a(N \ S)

)
= v(S) − a(S).

�

In the special case wherea ≡ 0, that is, whereai = 0 for all i ∈ N, we see that
for any gamev the anti-dual of (−v)∗ is v itself.
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2.1 The airport game and the bidder collusion game

Let (N, vA) be a simple version of a game called theairport gamedue to Littlechild
(1974) with one aircraft in each type, that is,

vA(S) = −max
i∈S

ci , ∀S ⊆ N,

whereci is the construction cost of the runway for type i aircraft. We assume that
the cost is increasing in the length of the runway, so that

c1 > c2 > · · · > cn > 0.

In this simple version, the problem is how to impute the cost share to each type
of aircraft inN if the longest runway is to be constructed. Thus,vA describes the
situation in which every coalition, if it is to construct a runway, must construct the
longest one of all types of aircrafts in the coalition.

Next, consider the following game (N, vC) given by

vC(S) =

c1 −maxi∈N\S ci if 1 ∈ S,

0 if 1 < S,

where we put maxi∈N\N ci ≡ 0 for convenience. This game was first defined by
Graham et al. (1990) to investigate abidder collusionin theEnglish auctionunder
complete information. Namely,ci is here the bidderi ’s evaluation of the item to
be auctioned, so that any coalition including the bidder 1 can win the auction with
net surplusc1−maxi∈N\S ci by making bidder 1 the sole bidder in the coalition. We
may call this gamevC thebidder collusion game, or simply thecollusion game.
Note that the reservation price of the seller is assumed to be zero.

These two games, apparently having little to do with each other, are the anti-
duals each other.

Proposition 1 The anti-dual of a collusion game vC is an airport game vA, and
conversely; that is,

(−vC)∗ = vA and (−vA)∗ = vC.

Proof. The anti-dual of a collusion gamevC is given by

(−vC)∗(S) = −vC(N) + vC(N \ S)

=

−c1 + c1 −maxi∈S ci = −maxi∈S ci , if 1 < S,

−c1 = −maxi∈S ci , if 1 ∈ S,

that is,
(−vC)∗(S) = −max

i∈S
ci , ∀S ⊆ N.

The converse follows from Lemma 1 by takinga ≡ 0.

�
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2.2 The bankruptcy game

Another example is concerned with the well knownbankruptcy gamedefined by

vB(S) = max

0, E −
∑

i∈N\S

di

 , ∀S ⊆ N.

Here,E ≥ 0 is the estate to be divided among the creditors, anddi ≥ 0 is the debt
to creditori ∈ N satisfyingE ≤

∑
i∈N di. The valuevB(S) expresses the amount

that the creditors inS can guarantee themselves to obtain.
On the other hand, consider the following game that may be called thepublic

good game:

vP(S) = max

0, ∑
i∈S

di − E

 , ∀S ⊆ N.

The public good gamevP describes the situation where a fixed size of a pub-
lic good can be provided at costE by any coalitionS whenever the net benefit∑

i∈S di − E to the coalition is nonnegative.

Proposition 2 Let vB and vP be the bankruptcy game and the public good game,
respectively, and let d be the additive game given by

d(S) =
∑
i∈S

di , ∀S ⊆ N.

Then,
(−vB)∗ = vP − d and (−vP)∗ = vB − d.

Proof. We first note that

vB(S) = vP(N \ S) − d(N \ S) + E, ∀S ⊆ N.

This follows from

vB(S) = max(d(N \ S), E) − d(N \ S)

= max(0, d(N \ S) − E) + E − d(N \ S)

= vP(N \ S) + E − d(N \ S).

Then, the anti-dual (−vB)∗ of vB is given by

(−vB)∗(S) = −[vB(N) − vB(N \ S)]

= −[E − vP(S) − E + d(S)]

= vP(S) − d(S)

= (vP − d)(S).

The converse follows from Lemma 1 witha = d; namely, we have

(−vP)∗ =
(
−
(
(−vB)∗ + d

))∗
= vB − d.
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�

Since a gamev − d is strategically equivalentto a gamev, the anti-dual of a
bankruptcy game is essentially a public good game, and conversely.

Note also that the gamevP is a bankruptcy game with the estateE being re-
placed byd(N)−E, the total deficit to be shared by the creditors (see e.g., Driessen
1993, p.163). Hence, it can be said also that the anti-dual of the bankruptcy game
vB is itself a bankruptcy game, assigning to each coalitionS the total deficit to be
shared inS.

2.3 The glove game

We have yet another example of well known games with anti-duals being essen-
tially the same games. The so-calledglove gameis a game (N, vG) with N = L∪R,
L ∩ R, ∅ and L,R, ∅ such that

vG(S) = min
{
|S ∩ L|, |S ∩ R|

}
∀S ⊆ N.

Members ofL andR are, respectively, the owners of one left-hand glove, and the
owners of one right-hand glove. The market price of a pair of gloves is assumed
one. ThenvG(S) describes the worth of pairs of gloves inS.

Proposition 3 Let vG be a glove game with|L| = |R|, and let m be the additive
game given by

m(S) = |S| ∀S ⊆ N.

Then,
(−vG)∗ = vG −m.

Proof. Assume|L| = |R| = k. For anyS ⊆ N, we have that

(−vG)∗(S) +m(S) = −vG(N) + vG(N \ S) + |S|

= −k+min
{
|(N \ S) ∩ L|, |(N \ S) ∩ R|

}
+ |S|

= −k+min
{

k− |S ∩ L|, k− |S ∩ R|
}
+ |S|

= min
{
|S| − |S ∩ L|, |S| − |S ∩ R|

}
= min

{
|S ∩ R|, |S ∩ L|

}
= vG(S).

�

Thus, the anti-dual of a square glove gamev is essentially the square glove game
v itself. In fact, since

m(S) = −
∑
i∈S

(−vG)∗({i}) ∀S ⊆ N,
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the zero-normalized anti-dual (−vG)∗ +mof vG is vG itself. In the recent literature,
several games can be found to have the same property. For example, the Böhm-
Bawerk horse market game with the Shapley value in its core is equivalent to a
square glove market game (Núñez and Rafels, 2005); and the assignment game
with a stable core (Solymosi and Raghavan, 2001) can be shown to extend the
above result (Oishi, 2006b).

2.4 The big boss game

Our final example is somewhat an abstract game called thebig boss game(Muto
et al. (1988)). Let (N, vBB) be amonotonicgame satisfying

1. vBB(S) = 0 if 1 < S

2. vBB(N) − vBB

(
N \ (N \ S)

)
≥
∑

i∈N\S

(
vBB(N) − vBB(N \ {i})

)
if 1 ∈ S.

Note that by the monotonicity,vBB(S) ≥ 0 for all S ⊆ N, and that the contribution
vBB(N) − vBB(N \ R) of coalition R to the grand coalition is nonnegative for all
R⊆ N.

Player 1 is thebig boss, since any coalition without player 1 can obtain noth-
ing. The second condition simply states that players other than the big boss may
increase their contribution to the grand coalition by forming a coalition. For de-
tails on the solution structures and economic examples of the big boss game, the
reader may refer to Muto et al. (1988).

We now identify the anti-dual of the big boss game.

Proposition 4 The anti-dual(−vBB)∗ of the big boss game vBB satisfies the follow-
ing conditions.

1. (−vBB)∗(S) = (−vBB)∗(N) if 1 ∈ S

2. (−vBB)∗(S) ≤
∑
i∈S

(−vBB)∗({i}) if 1 < S

Proof. Let 1 ∈ S. Then, since 1< N \ S, we have

(−vBB)∗(S) = −vBB(N) + vBB(N \ S) = −vBB(N) = (−vBB)∗(N).

Suppose next that 1< S. Then, 1∈ N \ S so that

(−vBB)∗(S) = −
(
vBB(N) − vBB(N \ S)

)
≤ −

∑
i∈S

(
vBB(N) − vBB(N \ {i})

)
=
∑
i∈S

(
−vBB(N) + vBB(N \ {i})

)
=
∑
i∈S

(−vBB)∗({i}).

�
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Thus the anti-dual of the big boss game is a gamevD such that

vD(S)

 = vD(N) if 1 ∈ S

≤
∑

i∈S vD({i}) if 1 < S.

Note thatvD(N) = −vBB(N) ≤ 0, and thatvD({i}) = −vBB(N) + vBB(N \ {i}) ≤ 0 for
all i ∈ N \ {1}.

This game also describes the unusual power of the big boss. Player 1 is the
only player who plays a crucial role in any coalition; and, no other players wish
to form coalitions without player 1. The power of player 1 may be even more
explicitly seen if we normalizevD so thatvD(S) = r > 0 for all S ⊆ N with 1 ∈ S.
In this sense, the player 1 of the gamevD is in a similar position to that of the
dictator, and the gamevD might be called thedictator game. In fact, if vD(S) = 0
for all S ⊆ N \ {1}, which is the case if and only ifvBB(S) = vBB(N) for all S ⊆ N
with 1 ∈ S, each of the gamesvD andvBB reduces to a game that is strategically
equivalent to thedictatorial simple game

v(S) =

 1 if 1 ∈ S

0 if 1 < S,

which, being an inessential game, describes the situation that every player other
than 1 is completely powerless.

3 Convexity

It is well known that the bankruptcy game is convex. The public good game is
convex too, since it is a bankruptcy game. The airport game and the collusion
game are also known to be convex. We now show that the convexity of a game is
inherited to its anti-dual.

A game (N, v) is said to beconvexif

v(S) + v(T) ≤ v(S ∪ T) + v(S ∩ T), ∀S,T ⊆ N.

Theorem 1 The anti-dual(−v)∗ of v is convex iff v is convex.

Proof. Let S,T ⊆ N and assume thatv is convex. Then,

(−v)∗(S) + (−v)∗(T) = −[v(N) − v(N \ S)] − [v(N) − v(N \ T)]

= v(N \ S) + v(N \ T) − 2v(N)

= v(Sc) + v(Tc) − 2v(N)

≤ v(Sc ∪ Tc) + v(Sc ∩ Tc) − 2v(N)

= v(N \ (S ∩ T)) + v(N \ (S ∪ T)) − 2v(N)

= (−v)∗(S ∪ T) + (−v)∗(S ∩ T)

The converse follows from Lemma 1 by takinga ≡ 0.

�
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4 Core, nucleolus and Shapley value

In the literarture, one-point solutions such as the nucleolus (Schmeidler, 1969)
and the Shapley value have been applied to this class of games. Littlechild (1974)
gave a recursive formula for the nucleolus of an airport game, and Littlechild and
Owen (1973) computed the Shapley value. Graham et al.(1990) computed the
Shapley value of a collusion game, and interpreted the payoff as one accumulated
through nested knockout. Oishi (2006a) also proved that the nucleolus of the col-
lusion game is given by a recursive formula. As for the bankruptcy game, O’Neill
(1982) identified the Shapley value. Aumann and Maschler (1985) showed that
the nucleolus is identical to the CG-consistent solution of the bankruptcy prob-
lem, which can be computed explicitly. In Muto et al. (1988), solutions including
the core, the nucleolus and the Shapley value of the big boss game are studied in
detail. As we see below, these solutions for the anti-dual can be obtained by just
reversing the sign of the corresponding solutions for the original game.

An n-vectorx = (x1, . . . , xn) of a game (N, v) is apayoff vectorif it satisfies that∑
i∈N xi = v(N). Then the core of a gamev is a set of payoff vectorsx satisfying∑
i∈S xi ≥ v(S) for all S ⊆ N.

The Shapley valueφ(v) = (φ1(v), . . . , φn(v)) of a gamev is a payoff vector
given by the formula

φi(v) =
∑

S⊆N, i<S

|S|!(n− |S| − 1)!
n!

(v(S ∪ {i}) − v(S)), ∀i ∈ N.

To define the nucleolus, for eachS ⊆ N let e(S, x) = v(S) −
∑

i∈S xi be theex-
cessof a coalitionS against a payoff vectorx. Let θ(x) = (θ1(x), . . . , θ2n(x)) be the
2n-dimensional vector the components of which are the excessese(S, x) arranged
in the nonincreasing order. Then theprenucleolusof a gamev is a payoff vector
x for which the vectorθ(x) is lexicographically minimalfor all payoff vectorsy;
that is, a payoff vectorx is a prenucleolus if there exists no payoff vectory andk
with 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n such that

θ j(y) = θ j(x), ∀ j ≤ k− 1; and θk(y) < θk(x).

A prenucleolus is called thenucleolusif it is an imputation; that is, if the prenu-
cleolusx satisfies theindividual rationality that xi ≥ v({i}) for all i ∈ N. Given a
game (N, v), it is well known that there exists a unique prenucleolus; and a unique
nucleolus if the game has an imputation (see e.g., Peleg and Sudhölter, 2003). It
is also well known that for games with nonempty cores such as convex games, for
example, the unique prenucleolus is the nucleolus that is necessarily contained in
the core.

Theorem 2

1. Payoff vector−x is in the core of(−v)∗ iff x is in the core of v.

2. Letµ(v) be the prenucleolus of v. Then,µ((−v)∗) = −µ(v).
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3. Letφ(v) be the Shapley value of v. Then,φ((−v)∗) = −φ(v).

Proof. Given a payoff vectorx of v, we have for eachS ⊆ N,

v(S) − x(S) = v(N) + (−v)∗(N \ S) − x(S)

= (−v)∗(N \ S) − (−x(N \ S)).

Since−x is a payoff vector of (−v)∗ iff x is a payoff vector ofv, 1 and 2 immedi-
ately follow.

To show 3, we first note a well known property of the Shapley valueφ that
φ(v) = φ(v∗) wherev∗ is the dual ofv (see, e.g., Peleg and Sudhölter, 2003). Then,
sinceφ(−v) = −φ(v), it follows that

φ((−v)∗) = φ(−v) = −φ(v).

�

Thus, these solutions of the anti-dual can be obtained immediately from the
original. For example, the nucleolus and the Shapley value of the public good
gamevP can be obtained from those of the bankruptcy gamevB in the following
way:

µ(vP) = µ(vP − d) + µ(d) = µ((−vB)∗) + µ(d) = −µ(vB) + µ(d),

φ(vP) = φ(vP − d) + φ(d) = φ((−vB)∗) + φ(d) = −φ(vB) + φ(d),

whered being the additive gamed(S) =
∑

i∈S di ,∀S ⊆ N,

µ(d) = φ(d) = (d1, . . . ,dn).

The nucleolusµ(vD) of the dictator gamevD, which appears to be unknown,
can also be obtained from the nucleolusµ(vBB) of the big boss gamevBB. That is,
letting Mi(vBB) = vBB(N) − vBB(N \ {i}) for all i ∈ N, we have from Theorem 4.2
in Muto et al. (1988) that

µ(vD) = −µ(vBB) =

−vBB(N) +
1
2

∑
i∈N\{1}

Mi(vBB), −
1
2

M2(vBB), . . . , −
1
2

Mn(vBB)


=

vD(N) −
1
2

∑
i∈N\{1}

vD({i}),
1
2

vD({2}), . . . ,
1
2

vD({n})

 .
When the big boss game is convex, so is the dictator game by Theorem 1.

Then, since Theorem 4.5 in Muto et al. (1988) states in particular thatµ(vBB) =
φ(vBB), we have here that

µ(vD) = φ(vD).

Thus, the anti-dual of the big boss game may be a typical example in which theo-
rems 1 and 2 can be of substantial use.
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5 Concluding remarks

In the axiomatization literature, a solutionσ(N, v) of a game (N, v) is said to be
self dualif it satisfies

σ(N, v) = σ(N, v∗),

wherev∗ is thedualof v. The Shapley value is self dual, whereas the prenucleolus
is not. Theorem 2 on the other hand indicates that the two solutions satisfy the
relation,

σ(N, (−v)∗) = −σ(N, v).

Thus, we might as well say that these solutions are ‘self anti-dual.’ The dual of
a game is already incorporated in the axiomatization of solutions of a TU game.
Therefore, whether or not the anti-dual of a game can also play a similar role may
deserve investigation, which we leave to the future research.
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